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Introduction 
From the moment I wake up, I find myself stripped of my humanity. Social media 
and news do an excellent job of putting me down or giving me a fair amount of anxiety. 
Yet I do not want to turn away from these events, and I want to stay current and engage 
in the conversation with what is happening around me. To keep my sanity, I look towards 
art to find some relief or a way to refill my social battery that allows me to continue 
pushing through a world that wants to take so much. However, the art world I look 
towards is a fractured landscape that seems to be devoid of any grand ideologies but full 
of irony and skepticism. The art that I want to make is not represented in the professional 
and educational circles that I learn and work in day to day. Where is my artistic home, 
and if there is no home, how would I make my home? 
I want art to be three main things. First, it needs to be beautiful. As American Art 
Critic Peter Schjeldahl writes that “without regular events of beauty, we live estranged 
from existence, including our own.”1 I believe that Peter Schjeldahl is talking less about 
beauty as the value of aesthetical pleasure and more an event that captures and 
harmonizes the human consciousness, almost as a moment of rapture. Secondly, I want to 
make art that is in conversation with the audience. This conversation allows me to engage 
with the events of the present through the art I make day to day. Finally, I want to make 
art that is poetic. What I mean by that is art that is powerful, emotional, and human. 
Because above all theater is about the human (its movement, voice, and presence). I want 
my theater to reflect that human poetry and not be a facsimile of it.  
                                                 
1 Schjeldahl, Peter. “Let’s See” (2008) pg.18 
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I believe in achieving this kind of art, investigating the meaning of style and 
aesthetics which make up a designer’s visual identity will help better define the goals of 
the art I want to make. Style can help create a conversation between the designer and the 
audience. Making poetic theater will help me produce something with a more meaningful 
human connection. Then addressing aesthetics will help me to approach a stronger 
universal human connection, something to harmonize the human consciousness.  
This thesis breaks into two parts. First a conversation about style and aesthetics as 
I see it as a path of completing the art I wish to make and then secondly looking at the 
application of my art through the design and production process of Maryland Opera 
Studio's Mahagonny Songspiel (Music by Kurt Weill, Lyrics by Bertolt Brecht) and 
Zaubernacht (Music by Kurt Weill). Through these two parts, I hope to illustrate that 
what is important above all is a designer's visual identity (a combination of their style and 
aesthetics) with a theater's pieces own aesthetics. That identity and the visual consistency 
to which it is applied is the key to a robust conversational voice within a successful 
career. 
 
Chapter 1: A Designer’s Identity 
1.1 A Designer’s Style 
A designer’s style comes from how they use the elements of design. As a lighting 
designer, my tool brushes are the intensity, distributions, movement, angle, and color of 
lights. These elements of design are used in a million of subtle or bold ways to create the 
revelation of form, mood, movements, selective visibility, and compositions. These are 
called the principles of design. The repetitive or restricted use of certain elements creates 
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my specific style, just as the particular use of certain strokes, shapes, and colors, 
identities the artist of an impressionistic painting. Like other artists, a theater designer’s 
style helps define and differentiate them from their peers and allows for the development 
of their specific voice. 
The devolvement of a designer's style is vital so the designer can have a specific 
voice but because it also gives them a certain amount of fluidity in their design. That 
fluidity connects to their ability to effectively use a common language between all 
members of the team and the director. If I say "blue" what I need to be able to 
communicate precisely is what type of blue I want, whether it be a soothing blue night of 
Zabuvernacht or a stark sickly stormy blue of Mahagonny Songspiel. A designer’s style 
helps develops a shared language or shorthand with the other members of the team. 
Through the process of design, different elements and principles of design become 
favored over others, which creates a visual cohesiveness or “visual vocabulary."  Looking 
briefly at Zaubernacht/Mahagonny Songspiel as an example, Zaubernacht would take a 
magical tone with soothing deep night colors, which would contrast with Mahagonny’s 
washed out sepia tones. By using a visual vocabulary of two contrast colors attaches their 
understanding or reaction to the different actions of the piece. The open, expressive 
movements are bathed in a soothing deep night blue were the more disjointed and 
aggressive blocking of Mahagonny Songspiel is highlighted by stark tones of sickly 
sepia. 
This illustrates the essential uses of a visual vocabulary because, through the 
action of the play, dance, or opera, the vocabulary allows designers to attach meaning to 
specific themes and conflicts. That meaning is multiplied because I am also drawing on a 
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certain amount of emotion associated with a different type of light and my own 
experiences to attach/comment on various actions. When these principles are applied in 
repetition and in a relationship with other elements of the event to provide commentary, 
they create the visual style of the event. 
As I keep designing, there are the specific easy recall of elements from the visual 
vocabulary that has been deemed successful in past productions. Either by design or by 
accident, an element of the design is used in a show to produce a beneficial affect. A 
specific color of light looks good on a skin tone, the use of a particular material creates an 
exciting result when scraped by light, or a direction of light reveals the dancer in a certain 
way that allows the dance to be seen but still sculpted. Slowly the beneficial artifacts of 
design (helpful either in the way that it looks pleasing to the designer or the 
director/choreographer/producer) inform the current process. This is the beginning of a 
designer honing their style, as style is not inherent, it is learned. 
 Over time, a designer's style or visual consistency between shows become their 
signature. Examples would be Jennifer Tipton's use of pale, cool toned colors and sharp 
revaluation of the form of the body; Brian MacDevitt's crisp heightened naturalism; 
Howell Binkley's heavy use of color, gobos, and movement; or Ken Posner's sculpted and 
balanced compositions. This visual consistency becomes sought after, either by 
collaborators or producers who strive to obtain a particular look. After all, a small but 
insightful quote from an unnamed designer suggested, "If you want to eat, do five things 
and do those five things well." While all the designers mentioned above can do more than 
“five things well,” they are known for their signatures; a visual vocabulary of quick recall 
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artifacts of strong affect. Having these artifacts goes a long way to creating strong and 
powerful theater.   
While it is desirable to have one's own recognizable style as it can be helpful in 
finding work, a designer must be conscientious in their implementation. Having a design 
team that shares a particular style makes for a more efficient process as all parties can 
draw from the same shared visual library. Producers go to designers who have a style 
they know and want, just as an owner of an empty plot of land who hires Frank Gehry 
has a good idea of what the building will look like before it is built. It can be detrimental, 
however, when a style is imposed on a theatrical event instead of complementing the 
event. The designer must consider that all the small choices can't fight against the artistic 
needs of a show.  
 
1.2 An Aesthetical Driving Force 
For me, "aesthetics" is my driving forces. It is the set of principles that guides 
how I want the audience to feel and relate to the design. How I use my style employed 
through a visual vocabulary of a show is how I achieve my aesthetic. All theatrical events 
(plays, musicals, dances, operas) are driven by their aesthetic force. Between words, 
movements, and music, there becomes a range of design choices that the theatrical event 
can support; this is what I call the "Aesthetical Aura." Much like philosopher Walter 
Benjamin's idea of an art's aura2, there is a specific range of aesthetic choices the Director 
and Designer can make that are congruent with the overall needs of the show. Unlike 
                                                 
2 Benjamin, Walter. “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936) pg.5 
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Benjamin's "aura" the aesthetical aura of the theatrical event is never destroyed; only its 
perception is changed with time and reproduction. 
The aesthetical aura comes from three primary sources. The most easily 
identifiable source is the requirements specific to dramaturgical/historical events or 
places that are mentioned in the text. For instance, in an August Wilson show, it is hard to 
impose a visual vocabulary that puts the production outside of when it is required. Next, 
there is the event's relationship to its time of where it was created. Designers and 
directors must consider pieces that speak to a particular place or time in history, either 
through subject matter or construction of the event. Hamlet does not have a specific link 
to the period it was created. The August Wilson show is tied to a particular time and 
place because the play relates explicitly to a particular time of the African American 
Experience in America. Finally, there is the subconscious or intention of the show, the 
why and how the event (or its creator) is trying to communicate.  The latter is what most 
designers engage with because it allows them to connect with the piece (and hopefully 
the audience) on a human level. While most pieces allow for broad interpretation it is 
essential to understand the aesthetics the aura requires.    
The challenge arises when the needs and aesthetics of the show aren’t aligned 
with the aesthetics of the designer. Theater designer and teacher Paul Steinberg believes 
that being a designer allows one "to reinvent one's aesthetic approach to suit the needs of 
each new project."3 While this sentiment is terrific in theory, it is harder to put into 
practice. It is up to the designer to reconcile this notion while still maintaining their style 
                                                 
3 Steinberg, Paul. www.paulsteinberg.com 
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and more importantly, creating a visual consistency between shows that allows them to 
be successful artists.   
For Example, the styles and aesthetical aura’s of Mahagonny Songspiel and 
Zaubernacht could not be farther apart from each other. Mahagonny Songspiel is a short 
opera in a very presentational style that starts with an exciting up-tempo vaudeville 
lyricism that slowly breaks down through burlesque brashness to illustrate a broken 
society. Zaubernacht which translates into “Magic Night” is a delightful children's 
fantasy of toys coming alive with the fault of having little overarching musical drama in 
the score. Mahagonny Songspiel conjures the sickly ocher of slowly dying marquee 
lights, while Zaubernacht, by contrast, floats in peaceful swirls of the blue and purple 
tones of night. The aesthetic aims of the shows compete against one another with the 
presentational style of Mahagonny Songspiel illustrating a broken mirror of society and 
Zaubernacht conjuring fantastic illusions and magic.   
One is left with the challenge of meeting the demands of these two different 
shows while creating a unity that would allow them to exist with some purpose within the 
same performance. That unity can come from wanting to have a conversation through 
style. An added design concept of the negative disconnecting allure and influence of 
technology helps to bridge the two through its implementation of style. Mahagonny 
Songspiel starts with a tantalizing golden glow but transforms into lighting that cuts 
sharply into the space as the golden glow sours to sickly fluorescent tinges.  Zaubernacht 
receives the opposite treatment with soft lullaby hues of cool colors that offer a relief 
from the vaudeville drunkenness of Mahagonny Songspiel. However, in moments where 
technology and vice invade Zaubernacht, the golden glow of Mahagonny infiltrates until 
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it is beaten back. This back and forth of repeated visual style helps create conversation 
when attached to the actions of the two pieces. 
While the two pieces have their own visual vocabulary, the design team has 
created a style that helps inform both pieces. This design communication helps 
Mahagonny Songspiel & Zaubernacht feel as if the two shows were in communication 
with each other on a level that doesn’t exist in the text, music, or movement. The design 
concept and a shared use of a visual language can help bridge the aesthetics gap while 
preserving some sense of visual constancy. Here we have the individual style of several 
designers coming together, and through some curation from the director David 
Lefkowich, which has created a style that doesn't go against the aesthetical aura of the 
piece, so it elevates the show. 
 
1.3 Style in Collaboration with Aesthetics 
 It is usually the personal style that clashes with an aesthetical aura of a show. For 
instance, if I was a designer that tended towards a very modern style, that might translate 
into favoring design elements like cold LED colors. In this situation, I would have to 
challenge my style if, for instance, the event I was designing has an aura of aesthetics 
reminiscent of a naturally lit Caravaggio painting or the more amber marquee lights of 
Mahagonny. If the designer chooses to use their style, then there becomes something 
disingenuous between the two in a non-harmonious way. Because of this, the audience 
will feel (although they might not notice) the dissonance and therefore might not 
understand or believe the events that unfold. If the audience doesn't understand or accept 
all the elements of the event, the audience is less affected, and the aesthetical aura is 
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destroyed.4  However, when the personal style and the aesthetical aura work in tandem, 
the event can reach new heights of emotional impact, what critics would call 
"heightened” or what I would call a moment of “beauty.” 
The idea of a heightened theatrical event seems to be the goal of many directors 
and design teams. While the event can have many outcomes (design teams might want to 
illustrate a universal human truth, elevate the emotional impact of a particular event, or 
cause a catharsis that allows the audience to look closer at themselves or have a good 
laugh) it all hinges on what philosopher and essayist Susan Sontag would describe as 
"Transparence". Transparence, as Sontag defines it in Against Interpretation is to 
“…experience the luminousness of the thing itself, of things being what they are.”5 To 
expand on Sontag’s definition, Transparence can only happen when the aesthetical aura 
of the event is intact. When Transparence does happen, the event is heightened, and the 
designers have hopefully solved the problem given to them, crystallizing a moment of 
clarity between performance and audience. 
Robert Edmond Jones, considered to be the father of modern American design, 
recognizes this element of Transparence (a word after his time). He states that design 
must have “a presence, a mood, a symphonic accompaniment to the drama...it echoes, it 
enhances, it animates.”6 American lighting designer Jean Rosenthal answers and 
coalesces that request by suggesting that the goal of all aspects of design should affect the 
audience and not just be a cheap effect. In her landmark book The Magic of Light, 
Rosenthal writes, "the lighting of [the event] affects everything light falls upon, how you 
                                                 
4 This dissidence can be "designed" in a way to make the audience feel or recognize the disagreement much 
like Bertolt Brecht often talked about the aesthetics of his work. 
5 Sontag, Susan. Against Interpretation. (1990) pg.13 
6 Jones, Robert Edmon. The Dramatic Imagination. (1941) pg.24 
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see what you see, how you feel about it, and how you hear what you are hearing. Affect 
is the keyword."7 With the goal of affecting an audience, this illuminates the ultimate 
aesthetics of theater not as a theory of beauty but as a principal of affect. This aesthetic of 
affect becomes the ultimate goal of my art and visual consistency through style becomes 
a way of achieving that moment of Schkeldahl’s beauty. 
The intrinsic nature of a theatrical event is to affect the audience, allowing them 
to experience some sort of Transparence, and Rosenthal pushes designers to be a part of 
that principle of affect. Designers must be careful to protect their aesthetical aura because 
if it is destroyed, there can be no affect, and the designer has failed at their job.  Here lies 
my aesthetic goal, to be achieved through style and a visual consistency with the 
aesthetical aura of a piece. With all these things working in tandem, I can hope to make 




                                                 
7 Rosenthal, Jean. The Magic of Light. (1972) pg.3 
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Chapter 2: Mahagonny Songspiel & Zaubernacht Design Process 
2.1 Early Design Process 
 Using the lens of the Mahagonny Songspiel & Zaubernacht design process, I hope 
to illuminate similarities and difference in style and aesthetics with how they relate to a 
visual consistency. This design process is a powerful example because it started with a 
question proposed by the director, David Lefkowich: How can the design team relate 
these two shows so that there was an overarching theme between them to make the entire 
evening seem fluid and connected? From the start, Lefkowich suggested that there was 
inherently little, thematically, to connect the two, and design needed to bridge that gap. 
Both he and I were worried that just presenting the two as separate things would seem 
dissident and that making a connection would allow us as artist to use the pieces to 
engage in some sort of conversations. I was immediately excited about his idea because it 
presented the challenge to find a visual consistency that could work with two shows that 
were aesthetically different.  
Lefkowich suggested he wanted to have a hellscape & purgatory feeling to 
Mahagonny Songspiel, almost as though the characters of Mahagonny Songspiel were 
stuck in purgatory forever. I thought this was reflected in some of the very repetitive 
musical motifs and lyrics which excited me to play further with this idea. Lefkowich also 
felt there was some inherent aggression in the music toward the end of the opera, most 
specifically, leading into the second to last scene. I agreed with him but also felt there 
was a fair amount of desperation in the music as well, so I would need to find a way to 
marry the two. I thought that this aggression and hellscape could contrast Zaubernacht, 
which I felt had a stronger fantasy element intertwined with the emotional landscape 
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which highlighted the more analytical Mahagonny Songspiel landscape. This started to 
establish the idea that the design team could embrace the different styles and contrast 
them, instead of leaning into similarities (of which there were few).  
 During my initial listening of each piece, I noticed that both struggle to define an 
outright dramatic conflict. Zaubernacht is a story of magical toys coming to life and 
interacting with a child. There is drama in the music, but it is short-lived and intermittent, 
with much of the conflict arising in the pantomime of the dance. Even Weill writes in the 
composer notes that the production team can make up its own storyline as it sees fit8. 
Mahagonny Songspeil’s conflict is more one-sided -- there is a slow lyrical descent from 
decadent cabaret music to the brash and blaring announcement of landing rock bottom. 
What emerged was that a conflict could exist between the shows to create a dialogue of 
an overarching conflict for the night. If Mahagonny Songspiel would be the cautionary 
tale of excess and decay, then Zaubernacht must be its antidote. Using this lens, I listened 
to both pieces again and tried to see how I could filter that into a lighting arc.  After my 
second listening to Mahagonny Songspiel several things stuck out to me that I then 
relayed to Lefkowich (taken from notes 6/1/2018): 
1. The sense of theater in the music, the orchestration has a cabaret feeling which 
lends itself to being very theatrical. I want to embrace seeing the lighting 
instruments; the sense of bare bulbs, seeing the theatricality of the event and 
knowing that we are in a theater 
2. The whole thing has a washed-out color in my mind to it, like depression era 
photos. Much of this comes from the libretto and not necessarily the music. 
                                                 
8 Kurt Weill Foundation. www.kwf.org 
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3. The sparseness of the orchestration, nothing is heavily orchestrated. I love the 
sonic landscape that is this music, the fact that it seemed to straddle musical 
theater and opera. I believed it would allow me to play with more 
4. The mentioning of the moon and the sun is something that interests me as well, 
the sense of nature overlooking. 
5. I love the way it ends, the finale, the way the music has a great fanfare and then it 
just seems to dissolve and end. Like we were watching our own little German 
Brigadoon disappear. 
6.  I enjoy how Brechtian it is, with the short scenes, absent character development, 
and no lush-ish emotional melody (although there is some excellent music) we 
focus more on the content than the form. Moreover, I think that becomes the 
focus of what I've been thinking. How can lighting illustrate Brecht's grand idea? 
How can we reinforce the idea that we are in the theater?   
 
After listening to Mahagonny Songspiel, there were so many different elements of 
the music swimming around in my head. What especially interested me was the strong 
Brechtian feeling both the music and lyrics gave off. My thoughts quickly turned to the 
style and the aesthetics of the piece. It became apparent that the rest of the design team, 
and I could take a more aggressive and bare-bones style to the show by doing things like 
being aware of the lighting instruments in the space.  In the last number the singers 
address the audience (one could even stretch this idea to the God character in the Fifth 
Scene who could be construed to be communicating directly the audience), so why 
couldn't the design elements "speak" directly to the audience? 
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Fewer things stuck out for me in Zaubernacht during my first few listenings. The 
most significant aspect was how different the music was from Mahagonny Songspiel - to 
the point where it almost didn’t sound like the same composer. It had a lusher and more 
legato quality to it, with each moment almost floating into the next punctuated by brief 
articulations of tempi anger. Unlike Mahagonny Songspiel that moved from opera to 
cabaret, to a sparsely scored soundscape, Zaubernacht was very much always in the same 
style, lulling the listener into a mystical night.  This runs against the many musical styles 
of Mahagonny Songspiel and helps illustrate the musically aesthetic difference between 
the two pieces. 
In initial emails, Lefkowich pushed the team to explore the cabaret feeling of the 
entire evening while acknowledging that we are in a theater. We as a team also felt that 
Mahagonny Songspiel world needed to include the audience as an integrated part of that 
world. Very quickly the scenic designer, Ryan Fox, translated this into either a thrust or 
alley setup, which would ultimately become alley. The alley setup would put the 
audience on either side of the stage, facing each other so they would notice each other 
and be a part of the stage picture. I was significantly in favor of this because having the 
audience see another part of the audience would help the understanding that we were in a 
theater. Lefkowich also wanted me to explore a more dynamic range, in the sense that the 
"washed out" feeling should come into place towards the end of the show and that the 
beginning of the show needed to contain the allure of Mahagonny, something to trap 
these characters into the decadence that would ultimately ruin them. Finally, he suggested 
looking at Sunset Boulevard as examples of excess and decay. This movie would 
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establish my style for the show and be one of the driving forces for everyone on the 
design team. 
There were several reasons why Sunset Boulevard stood out to me. The use of the 
world of movies as a shell for exploring the swirling decay of a decadent era, as well as 
its ability to be self-aware and autobiographical. The exaggerated acting gave the entire 
movie a great sense of theatrically which mirrored very well in Mahagonny Songspiel. 
Sunset Boulevard was also a late-generation film noir movie, which would allow me to 
play with more severe angles and shadows (which Lefkowich was all in favor of doing). 
In one of our first meetings, I pushed for this general style and time period, and 
Lefkowich expressed having had similar thoughts. All the other designers on the team 
also had research from the golden age of Hollywood, empty theaters, and the backstage 
of theaters. I think this illustrates the inherent Brechtian aesthetic of the show, and 
Lefkowich let us run with it. 
What emerged from our preliminary conversations was the start of a light concept; 
Mahagonny Songspiel would have a warm, inviting sepia tone, that turns sickly 
throughout the entire show. I would embrace the film noir style and include some steep 
angles and try to play heavily with shadow in the later part of the piece. Mahagonny 
Songspiel is contrasted by many of the design elements in Zaubernacht -- blue and purple 
tones, or complementary colors of the sepia amber hues. I also immediately though of 
having a lot of texture, that could help with a more natural look. That visual vocabulary 
of the contrast along with repeating elements between the two shows would allow me to 
help Lefkowich in his goals of having some uniting design ideas for the evening, which 
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would also allow me to make commentary while engaging in a conversation with the 
audience. 
 
2.2 Evening Concept & Arc 
After the first couple of meetings, it was decided that we would do the show in 
alley format, with the playing area in the middle of the Kogod theater and audience on 
the two sides, much like a tennis court. The orchestra would occupy one end of the alley, 
and the other end would be open for entrances and exits. Additionally, as a team, we 
moved forward with setting Mahagonny Songspiel on a soundstage (very much like the 
sound stage pictured in Sunset Boulevard) with a cabaret façade being both a platform for 
the orchestra and an area for staging. Then we broke down each of the six songs into 
separate movie shots, several being influenced by specific movie tropes. We would film 
each of the songs live and Paul Deziel, the projections designer, would then show the live 
footage on two projection screens above the two sides of the audience. As a team, the six 
songs were made into the following "shot list” (with the musical interludes in-between 
would be the crew setting up the shot): 
● Scene 1: This scene would be set up as a driving scene with the four men being 
attracted to the lights and colors of Mahagonny. 
● Scene 2 (Alabama Song): This is where we would embrace the full power of the 
glitz and glam of a cabaret. 
● Scene 3: A gambling scene set around a table, isolated. 
● Scene 4 (Benares-Song): Here would be when the real “cracks in the plaster” 
would be revealed.  
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● Scene  5 (One Morning): The cast is drunk and thrown out of the bar and into the 
streets, about 4 am. 
● Scene 6: Asylum either because, as it states in the libretto, Mahagonny doesn’t 
exist at all or because all the characters have been driven mad. 
Zaubernacht’s design process was a bit looser. Through the design meeting process, 
the design team along with the choreographer, Adriane Fang, sketched in broad strokes, 
an understanding that we would find the details through the creation of the dance. The 
overall arc of the piece would be that of telling the story of a child who lost their brother 
and became lost in technology as a coping mechanism. A magical fairy would arrive to 
bring life to the toys that she had shared with her brother and in turn, try and work 
through her grief. Practicals, cell-phone, and televisions would play the role of 
technology’s grasping hand. All of Ben Weigel's costumes were inspired by the physical 
toys that we decided would have prop equivalents. What became transformative was 
when the mundane became something magical. I wanted to find places where this idea 
could take place in the lighting; the opportunities of which were in the form of 
flashlights, lanterns, or light-up children's toys. In the end, only the use of the lanterns 
and a cellphone would make it into the final choreography.  
 
2.3 Concept 
 Part of creating a style is the use of a concept statement, a short overarching 
synopsis of what the lighting is doing while attaching meaning to specific repetitions of 
certain lighting design choices. This helps establish the visual language of the show. The 
following is the concept for Zaubernacht and Mahagonny Songspiel: 
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The audience enters into a darkened world of Zaubernacht, a single bed 
highlighted by the glowing light of a sickly yellow toned television. As the music softly 
begins, the space fades into a calming deep-slate blue of the night only to be interrupted 
by a magical fairy who awakens the toys while bringing deep exciting vibrant colors of 
purples, greens, and blues. As the toys slowly begin to play with the child, the gentle 
tones and colors they brought into the space sooth the child who is lost in technology and 
disconnected from her emotions. Gradually this world is threatened by a glowworm, who 
always wants to be the center of attention by drawing in the other toys from the 
hypnotizing sickly blue tinted light reminiscent of the glow from a cell phone. The toys 
battle back with their cold night tones, but sadly they lose to the hypnotic glow emanating 
the glowworm as she entices them with bright flashes from a cell phone. Just as chaos 
takes hold of the world, the space is wholly lost to the sickly fluorescent colors infecting 
the space; the fairy comes back. With her return comes a wash of soothing night over the 
space. The fairy sends all the toys back to sleep and the child back to bed. As the fairy 
leaves, she takes with her the blue of the night slowly being replaced by the new days 
raising peach sun rays that embrace and warm the whole space. 
 
Mahagonny Songspiel opens with a neutral space, filled with sepia-toned and 
inviting toned light, as the crew gets the movie shots set. The first scene is bright, with 
the low amber toned colors of the sun streaming through the car slowly being replaced by 
neon orange and the vibrant blue of light up signs. Once the men reach Mahagonny, they 
head to the cabaret where bright spotlights sharply illuminate two cabaret singers as they 
sing about the colorful decadence of Mahagonny as the men leisure in deeply sensual 
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blues and reds coming from red-shaded lamps. This cabaret is the full glitz and glamour 
of Mahagonny, an excess that will lead them from deep richness to sickly grays. This 
descent from decadence to madness will unfold under the backdrop of a Hollywood 
Sound Stage, as the hot white lights of the movies slowly cook the characters of 
Mahagonny. As the cracks in their relationships begin to form, we see the anger and 
desperation of the characters illumined by the starker color of a greyish blues and sickly 
green tones instead of the seductive colors seen in the cabaret. Finally, the characters are 
left in the last scene, washed in the colorless buzz of fluorescent lighting, left open with 
all their sins visible to the world. As the characters realize Mahagonny is made up, they 
slowly question their world as the stage lights of the sound stage slow dims into darkness. 
 
2.4 Research 
After finalizing the concept with the rest of the design team, the next move was to 
start compiling visual artifacts that illustrated some central points of the design. Starting 
with Mahagonny Songspiel,  I looked for some pictures to illustrate my idea for a 
"lighting shell," or the lighting instruments that would be present in the space. Then I 
moved on to finding images for each of the songs. Zaubernacht required a bit less 
research because while we had an overall arc of events, we wouldn't know the full details 
of the story till closer to tech, so I looked for images to help convey a general style and 
color for Zaubernacht. The following research plates would be used as a jumping off 
point to establish a visual vocabulary. Each section of the plate tried to emphases a part 




• Mahagonny Shell – Research about the Overhanging Lighting Shell that the 
audience would see (Figure 1 – Left Side) 
• The Driving Scene – Low amber toned sun coming through the window being 
replaced by orange neon signs (Figure 1 – Right Side) 
• The Cabaret Scene – Colorful decadence of Mahagonny and cabaret table lamps 
(Figure 2 – Left Side)) 
• Five Bucks (Song #3) – Streams of white light cutting through the smoke of a 
dingy backroom poker game (Figure 2 – Right Side) 
• Benares Song – Washed out tones of blues and greens, much like a street corner 
overhung by a bad street lamp, start to play with more shadow like Film Noir 
(Figure 3 – Left Side) 
• One Morning – Still has the washed-out tones of the previous song, but a bit 
more sickly. God enters to chastise the characters we wanted to play with 
lengthen shadows coming from God’s light. (Figure 3 – Upper Right) 
• The Asylum (Song #6) – Everything is replaced by fluorescent light. (Figure 3 – 
Lower Right) 
• Zaubernacht Mood – The hypnotic blue tint of technology; the blue and greens 

























































































Chapter 3: Execution of Visual Language  
3.1 Page to Stage 
 I felt that I had a solid sense of the concept and that the rest of the team seemed to 
be on board which made everything from concept to executing the design on paper easier. 
While there were several conceptual choices that we made as a team that were exciting, 
there were several that I knew would be challenging to realize. The most significant 
limiting factor for me was the alley seating, which effectively cut off the use of side and 
low light, in fear that it would be blocked by or blind the audience. I was able to get a low 
side angle from one side, but it was impossible to get from the other as it would have 
blinded the orchestra. While partially blinding the audience would be an aesthetic to 
explore for Mahagonny Songspiel but not one I thought I would be acceptable for 
Zaubernacht, which didn't have Brecht's trademark "in your face" aesthetic. What I 
needed to do next was to explore choices that would be embraced by Zaubernacht 
aesthetics. 
 Zaubernacht presented the most significant challenge because of the limited 
angles I could use. I wanted to make sure I had enough tools to light the dance without it 
becoming overly repetitive or boring. To counter this, I thought having tight area control 
(to be able to shrink and expand the space), and color flexibility would help to give me 
several options as the music or pantomime/dance changed. The color flexibility also 
allowed me to expand my original concept of blues and greens also to include deep 
purples, which I thought would be helpful to have when the fairy entered to bring magic 
into the space.  Also dealing with pantomime, I felt that it was imperative to have front 
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light to be able to see the dancers’ and singers’ faces. These three items were my starting 
point in creating the plot.   
 In addition, we had many early conversations about the use of practicals for 
Zaubernacht. The television and the cell phone were the first elements that the design 
team and I discussed. The television was the most prominent element because it was yet 
another bridge to Mahagonny Songspiel. Paul would be taking a cut of the recorded video 
from the Mahagonny Songspiel live recording to play on the television so we could 
reinforce the sense of the two words being bridged. Early in the rehearsals, Fang and I 
had spoken of using lanterns, both to work into our concept but also to provide a different 
source of light. Later in rehearsals, I also added a light source under the bed. This would 
be tied to the fact that the glowworm would enter from under the bed and I could give her 
a grand entrance to up the drama of the moment. 
Mahagonny Songspiel’s plot requirements were less restrictive, given the fact that 
I wanted the lighting to be obtrusive as it relates to the piece’s presentational style. 
Working with Ryan Fox, we found several areas where we could lower some large 
fresnels. Each fresnel would focus on a specific filming area for each of the numbered 
songs, much like a sound stage. It was also critical that these lights could stay up in the 
grid during Zaubernacht (since the style of the light was considerably different from 
Zaubernacht) and then fly in for Mahagonny Songspiel. The other large item was the 
cabaret portal lights, where I asked for old-style Edison bulbs to match the period. Instead 
of asking the whole portal to be wired as a three-circuit chase, I specifically asked for a 
few single circuits so later in the show we could create a broken marquee bulb style as 
Mahagonny Songspiel moved into the decay section of opera (Scenes 3 – 5). Finally, I 
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added a flying fluorescent fixture that would fly in for the last scene to help reinforce the 
idea that the final scene takes place in a sterile colorless room. Lefkowich liked this idea 
ever since he saw the research image I used with fluorescent bulbs in the pictures. 
The cost-out process was relatively easy, for me. The scenery had to take drastic 
cuts, especially for Zaubernacht, but everything was generally preserved for Mahagonny 
Songspiel. We as a design team didn't take a hard look back at Zaubernacht, and in the 
end, I think this significantly impacted the aesthetical design as a whole. The most 
significant thing we had to cut was a bed-sheet surround, which would have been used to 
submerse the audience in nighttime images. We as a team discussed several options and 
landed on still using the three Mahagonny Songspeil screens to project some images of 
night, stars, and moons. We were rightly worried it wouldn’t have the impact of the bed-
sheet surround, but the remaining projections surfaces would still give us some places to 
project content. Then I could use that content (mostly color and texture) to inform the 
color and texture choices onstage and visa-versa with projections. While we lost some the 
of aesthetical drive, I do believe we were able to fight for some of the style we wanted. 
I made sure I was in rehearsals for Zaubernacht once a week to track the changing 
choreography and went to Mahagonny Songspiel rehearsals when I could. I could not 
attend as much as I wanted to but Lefkowich was so great at communicating his ideas and 
blocking that I still felt I knew his goals and aims. By continually checking in with both 
Lefkowich and Fang nothing in the final room run felt like a significant change or 
surprise. The focus for the show went very well, and I was able to focus the entire show 
in a six-hour block of time, which put me in an excellent place for starting technical 
rehearsals.  
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3.2 Technical Process 
 The technical process was very rapid; we only had about six hours to tech and run each 
piece before starting orchestra dress rehearsals (where we could not stop or hold for technical 
issues). For Mahagonny Songspiel this didn't prove a problem; we had cued the entire show in 
the first three-hour block, and Lefkowich suggested he was generally happy with every scene 
except for Scene Five, which we both thought was "directionless." I had to work closely with 
Paul to make sure the lighting wasn't overexposing any part of the projected image. There were 
a few requests for reduced intensity from Paul, but since it didn't change anything in the stage 
picture, I was happy to respond to the request. Since the design team and I felt that the first day 
of tech had gone so well, it enabled us to scrutinize many our choices and see if there was 
anything we could further edit since the Brechtian aesthetic required a certain amount of 
minimalism as is reflected in the score and libretto.  
Over the next couple of runs, I returned to the idea of the Film Noir and tried to and 
sculpt each scene a bit more. This process was aided by Lefkowich 's note that the audience 
didn't need to see the singers' full faces, in part because the space was so intimate. The poker 
scene and Benares Song benefited the most from the trimming, as both scenes ultimately were 
left with half the amount of light compared to our first day of tech. The additional shadows also 
helped to play into the concept for Mahagonny Songspiel by having later scenes seem darker 
and seedier than the earlier driving and cabaret scenes of glamour and glitz.  
The time crunch was felt for Zaubernacht because of the length of the piece. In a 3-
hour tech block, we could run Mahagonny Songspiel twice with notes in-between. Just running 
Zaubernacht once took more than a whole third of the allotted time, so we never had the time 
to stop and look at anything that didn't involve big tech moments between projections and 
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lighting. One of my original thoughts was to use a tight control of the space with lights, to be 
able to show the contrast between the space the dancers took up and the space I could light up. 
However, with the quick pace of tech, there was rarely the time to program lighting cues along 
with the changing choreography. 
For cueing, I purposely chose to make most of the cues longer and subtler to contrast 
with the shorter cues that would be seen in Mahagonny Songspiel. While I thought this would 
create a good contrast, I also thought the longer cueing times would be more in line with the 
style of the Zauberanct’s legato quality and within the aesthetical realm of the piece. 
Mahagonny Songspiel had shorter and more abrupt cues, which I often felt called attention to 
the lighting, which meshed with the Brechtian aesthetic of the piece. Quick cuts wouldn’t allow 
any of the lighting transitions to be precious or overly designed to hide what was happening. 
While we had some technical issues with the cueing and the speed of the fluorescent 
light arriving at the end, on the whole, the final orchestra dress went well. Both Lefkowich and 
Fang expressed that they both enjoyed the product and were happy to see the show open. A 
sentiment I also felt, if only because while the design process and relationship between 
designers and myself was smooth there were a fair amount of technical problems and run 
mistakes that occurred during the performance (including a dress run where we were missing 
two dancers).9 On Opening night Lefkowich probably told the design team that he was pleased 
with the product and that it great that after a year-long design process he felt we accomplished 
everything we set out to do.  
  
                                                 
9 Each of our four dress runs felt a little bit like being shot out of cannon and not knowing 
where we were going to land, which was a bit exhausting. It was good to get to Opening 
Night 
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Chapter 4: A Final Conversation with Visual Consistency 
4.1 Mahagonny Production Photos 
Driving to Mahagonny, with the men driving in golden tones of sun and the shot crew 
bathed in deep blue. Here we also see the live video shot that Paul was putting up on the 
video screen (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5 - Production Photo – Scene 1 
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Cabaret Scene (Alabama Song) – The Cabaret Singer highlighted by the hot white lights 
of Mahagonny (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6 - Production Photo – Scene 2 
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Later in the cabaret scene (Alabama Song) the cabaret singers come down and join the 
men lit in seductive blues and sensual red tints (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 7 - Production Photo – Scene 2 
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Five Bucks (Song #3) – Haze isn’t present in this pictures, but the pattern scene on the 
floor would normally cut through the haze much like the research picture (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8 - Production Photo – Scene 3 
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Benares Song (Song #4) – The sickly green tones of a night gone wrong. This particular 
moment also had red light in which was motivated by the red recording lights about the 
screens (Figure 9). 
 
Figure 9 - Production Photo – Scene 5 
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Asylum (Song #6) – Here a fluorescent fixture was lowered in to help reinforce the 
colorlessness I wanted in the last scene in contrast to earlier decadence (Figure 10) 
 
Figure 10 - Production Photo – Scene 6 
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4.2 Zaubernacht Production Photos 
Tones of purple and blue fill the stage as the toys come alive (Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11 - Production Photo – Character Introductions 
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As the toys start to fight a bit, the blue of the night drains out. Under the bed the glow 
worm’s light comes alive (Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12 - Production Photo – Glow Warm Under Bed 
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The glow warm brings out lanterns to attract and hypnotize the other toys (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 13 - Production Photo – Glow Worm Lanterns 
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Unnatural green tones of color fill the stage as the toys franticly banish the glow worm 
back under the bed (Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14 - Production Photo – Glow Warm Under Bed 
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Hints of magical fairy purple hangs in the stage as warm peach tones flood in (Figure 15).
 
Figure 15 - Production Photo - Sunrise 
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4.3 Final Reflections 
Overall, I was pleased with the two shows. My collaboration with my directors 
and fellow designers was terrific. Both Lefkowich and Fang were willing to move 
blocking when they were able to accommodate light. They were also ready to explore 
new ideas through the technical process. This openness to explore allowed me to feel like 
I had room to learn and grow with each run. Even in the time crunch, both always pushed 
to find better execution of design ideas in both their work and my own.  This curiosity 
perfectly matched my own, and the constant need to tinker illuminated new and exciting 
ideas throughout the process.   
Specifically looking at the lighting design, I think Zaubernacht could have been 
varied a bit more. I wish I had incorporated more practicals into the piece. This would 
have increased the dramatic range of available choices in the dance piece by allowing me 
to have more varied qualities of light. It also would have allowed me to explore my 
original idea of the mundane becoming magical. For example, when two of the dancers 
pantomimed cars it would have been great if I requested them to hold flashlights like 
headlights. With the practicals in hand, I would have been able to pull down to just these 
two performers before they hit and killed the lead character's brother. Having the 
starkness of just the flashlights would have punctuated the moment by pulling down the 
space and increasing the moment of horror.   
The most significant issue, in retrospect, was that the audience entered the space 
in a night setting and stayed in the magical night for the majority of the evening. A better 
design would be to stretch out the descent into the night and the realism of the room, 
either through practicals or a different quality of light. This would help the already 
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magical aesthetic seem even more so. On a technical level, maybe I would have added a 
diagonal in system, to vary up the very straight inside and front light I had for the playing 
space. I think it could have helped reveal the dancer's bodies differently in a couple of the 
more tense moments. Finally, I wish that Paul and I had the chance to play and 
experiment more and had found more areas where projections and lighting could play off 
each other or inserted each other as a design element into the piece. 
Mahagonny Songspiel was the stronger of the two pieces but was not without its 
areas for improvement. Firstly, I think it would have been great if Ryan and I had found 
more lighting instruments that could have dropped down and been incorporated into the 
full stage picture. I thought about the possibility of adding a rolling floor lighting unit to 
get more lighting in the space. In the end, I felt that it might be too much, considering the 
minimalist style of the piece. Along with this idea of seeing the lighting instruments, I 
wish I could have found a place or two to blind the audiences, which is a place where my 
aesthetic and Brecht's match very well. Scene Five never really found the definition 
Lefkowich and I wanted, although we were able to find a better color for the scene. Paul 
was able to put up some cloud and storm imagery which I was able to match with a blue-
grayish color to help illustrate the desolate and helpless feeling of the scene.  
Overall, I firmly believe that the rest of the design team and I were successful in 
preserving the aesthetical aura of both pieces. Looking back, Mahagonny Songspiel’s 
tries to show a mirror of a broken society while also trying to maintain awareness of the 
destruction caused by indulgence. While Zaubernacht’s aesthetical aura tries to conjure 
fantastical illusions and magic. The style and aesthetics of Mahagonny Songspiel matches 
more my style of design, with elements of harsh bright lighting, wide beam fixtures like 
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fresnels, blinding or otherwise interacting with the audience and seeing the workings of 
theater including the lighting fixtures. I feel that I worked well within the world that we, 
as a design team, we were trying to build. I am glad that Lefkowich pushed me to 
reexamine the Film Noir aspects of the films we watched because I think that helped to 
tell a strong story but also worked into the aesthetic of the piece. Extreme shadows, while 
something I play with in my lighting design for dance, isn't something I typically 
experiment within Opera. This felt like new ground and I think it helped me grow as a 
designer and add some new artifacts for me to recall in the future quickly.  
Sadly, I don’t think many people understood the narrative arc we as a team tried 
to tell in Zaubernacht. However, I do feel that as a design team we accomplished a style 
that supported the aesthetical aura of Zaubernacht. On a more technical note, I do think 
that not having a low side angle did hinder the illumination of the dancers' bodies in 
motion; however, I hope that while the aesthetical aura of the pantomime was 
diminished, the varied emotional places through the different tones of blue, purples, and 
greens that the lighting arc went through was able to compensate some sense of magic. 
I think these two shows ultimately worked together. By finding the differences in 
the shows and then creating a visual language that pushed these two shows apart we 
created a narrative about the evening. By trying to support the inherent aesthetical aura of 
each show I think we as a design team were able to elevate the drama in each, 
Mahagonny Songspiel being the more successful piece. Having this shared visual 
language between the whole team also allowed us to work very quickly, which given the 
time restraints of the project was paramount to it succeeding (A benefit of style and a 
visual vocabulary). 
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Moreover, I felt that each piece contained parts of my style, which helped keep a 
visual consistency of minimalist cueing, a tendency to create a balanced stage picture or 
starker one-light pictures, and a broad color palette. The most positive thing about trying 
to understand where my style fits within the aesthetical aura of each show was the 
constant amount of self-reflection to make sure that every piece fit that aura. Every 
choice needed to be investigated beyond whether it looked good as design or had the 
proper dramatic motivation. It needed to also fit into the aesthetical aura of the pieces. In 
the end, it was that drive that made a better show. 
While Zaubernacht struggled to achieve a moment of Sontag's Transparence, I do 
firmly believe that we hit a moment of Transparence with Mahagonny Songspiel. As a 
design team, we kept a very tight visual consistency that was informed through both our 
individual style and the visual language we decided to convey to the audience. All these 
elements worked with the aesthetical aura of the piece and everything was present for the 
piece to resonate with some part of the human consciousness. This in addition that we 
had used style in combination with the added conflict of the influence of technology 
allowed me as a designer to have a voice in conversation with the audience. While not 
perfect, this process illustrates the style, conversation, human, and beautiful potential of 




The following is a series of paperwork submitted to the Production Staff at the Clairce 
Smith Performing Arts Center for the completion of the design for Mahagonny Songspiel 
and Zaubernacht. The information contained in the following documents helps support 
the concepts talked about in this Master’s Thesis on a technical level or as reference for 
ideas and concepts talked about in the paper. 
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